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CONTRIBUTIONS WANTED
The sucess of the Newsletter depends entirely on contributions from you, the users of and thinkers about occam and
the transputer. We welcome short contributions on any aspect
of occam and the transputer, such as applications experience, evaluations of the language and concept, useful short
programs, notes on teaching, theoretical background .... in
fact anything you would like to communicate to other users
or potential users. For inclusion in the next Newsletter,
please send contributions to the Editor:
Dr Martin Bolton
Dept of Electrical and Electronic Engineering
University of Bristol
Queen's Building
University Walk
BRISTOL BSB ITR
THE OCCAM PROGRAMMING SYSTEM
by Philip Mattos, INMOS
The OCCAM Programming System (OPS) is now fully available
for the VAX under VMS, and offers the following features:
occam development system for VAX/VMS
integrated screen editor/checker
optimising VAX compiler
It will be upgraded during the rest of
offer:

this

year

to

also

full occam .... floating point, etc
separate compilation facilities
transputer development system
other hosts
The ops provides an effective d~velopment environment for
the creation of occam programs for execution on VAX/VMS.
The editor/checker provides both the features required of a
screen editor and the textfolding mechanisms to provide control of the hierarchy of a large program, together with the
ability to syntax check the source.
Textfolding enables a section of the source - program or
text - to be 'hidden' behind a commented special marker.
Such a fold may itself contain folds, allowing the program
text to be hidden in a hierarchical fashion. Viewing the
content of a fold requires simply that the cursor be moved
to the fold marker, and the 'open fold' key be pressed; the
text of the fold is then unwrapped onto the screen. Creating
a fold requires marking above and below the text by cursor

--------.
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movement and hitting the 'create fold'
key: the text is
folded out of sight, and the marker shown. To provide a simple identification of the folded text, the marker may be
commented.
The fold mechanism is used in several of the ops major
operations; syntax checking is done on a fold (allowing partial checking of the source), and the equivalents of
'include' files and the facilities of separate compilation will
be implemented using it. Text once folded may be placed in a
separate file; conversely text in a separate f'ile may be attached to a fold.
This provides a simple mechanism for the
sharing of source files, while allowing the user access to
the text of the files wthin a natural context. Separate compilation will be achieved by the compilation of such 'outfolded' source files; compiling the main program will simply
cause the separately compiled folds to be linked.
The source of the editor is provided to allow usercustomising for, special requirements and for tailoring to
specific terminals. As supplied, the ops works with vt100
and TVI920 terminals.
The separate compiler, invoked to produce an executable file
after leaving the editor/checker when no syntax errors
remain, generates well-optimised code. Itself written in occam (as is the editor/checker), the compiler is an example
of a large concurrent occam program, being organised as five
major communicating processes.
Technical Summary
Editor/checker functions
The editor/checker functions use the terminal cursor
keys and the numeric keypad. The functions currently
are:
move the cursor as indicated
func
delete line
undelete line
open fold
close current fold
move cursor to left end of line
pick or put line (alternate)
copy current line and insert on line above
move cursor to right end of line
move screen down document
make last line of fold bottom line on screen
make current line centre of screen
move screen up document
make first line of fold top line of screen
write file away and exit editor

- 4 create fold
remove fold
syntax check current fold
move cursor to line containing syntax error,
opening folds as necessary
OPS Products
VAX/VMS

available now

First release will implement an integer subset of full occam, and omit the extensions of file folding to separate
files and separate compilation.
Next release - available free to previous purchasers - will
implement full occam, which will provide multilength arithmetic, structures and IEEE real arithmetic. In addition, th
full folding mechanisms will be supplied.
VAX/Unix

available Q4 1984

Same facilities as ops VAX/VMS
INMOS Workstation

available Q4 1984

A 68000-based workstation with Winchester, floppy disk, half
megabyte of memory and a terminal together with the ops
software.
Related Products
OCCAM Evaluation Kit

available now

A low cost introduction to occam, available for a number
small computers.
OCCAM Portable Compiler Kit

of

available Q4 1984

The occam compiler with a code generator for an abstract
machine for which the user writes an interpreter as the
first stage in porting the compiler to hosts and/or operating systems not directly supported by INMOS.
OPS/IBM PC

available Ql 1985

A portakit implementation of the ops on an IBM PC or PC
under MS-DOS.
Transputer Development System

XT,

available Q4 1984

Software tools for IMS T424 support. Available as an upgrade
to ops customers, when the cost of the ops is deducted from
the tds price.
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PROGRAM EXCHANGE
In this section we will give details of useful occam programs which are offered to others. The program exchange
coordinator is Sue Peeling of RSRE, whose address is given
below. Please send descriptions of programs you would like
to make available to her.
I.Floating Point Arirhmetic
A VAX OPS package is provided for representing and arithmetically operating on floating point numbers in OCCAM. The
numbers are stored to 6 significant figures in a binary code
decimal format. Multiplication produces a 12 figure result
which is rounded up to 6 figures. All other operaiions produce 6 figure results although only 4 significant figures
are displayed. Monadic and dyadic minus are supported.
Apart from the standard arithmetic operations, shift, rounding (always up), normalisation, relational operations, integer to floating point conversion and input/output are provided.
The numbers are stored in byte arrays with two digits per
byte.
To increase the speed in multiplication and division
a routine to convert to one digit per byte" is used.
The range of floating point numbers supported is
-0.9999 * 10**-62 to 0.9999 * 10**62
Any attempt to go outside this range produces an error
sage.

mes-

All calculations use the full 6 figures which are stored.
Further details are available from:
Mrs S.M.Peeling,
R.S.R.E,
st. Andrews Road,
Malvern,
Worcs WR14 3PS
Tel: Malvern (06845) 2733 ext 2228
USE OF OCCAM FOR THE DESCRIPTION OF DIGITAL FILTERING HARDWARE
by J.W.Harrison (3rd year student)
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering
University of Bristol

This article examines briefly the use of occam in the
description and simulation of digital filters. The language
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is very useful in this application, and the principles could
easily be extended to cover other design areas.
The description and design of a particular class of systolic
architecture [1] was studied in detail. The architecture
considered has a separate processing element associated with
each filter weight. The advantages of this type of design
include the use of an array of similar p»ocessing elements,
which are regularly interconnected. Occarn is well suited to
this type of design since the replicated PAR construct can
be used to create the processing elements. These can be connected easily by channels to represent the wiring which
would
be used in practice. Typically, the replicated
processes w~uld take in data and a partial sum of previous
weighted data samples. The data would then be multiplied by
a weight, and added to the partial sum. This result could
then be sent to another stage in the array of processes. In
this way, simple non-recursive filters can be simulated. The
method can also be extended to form recursive filters, and a
Fast Fourier Transform processor. Details of these structures can be found in Lynn [2], and [3].
One of the major advantages of using a structured language
in this way is that the description can be extended to as
Iowa level of detail as is required. In the examples above,
the processing elements can be simulated more closely by
modelling the behaviour of the actual devices which would be
used,
for example the multiplier circuits. The low level
simulation can take into account such factors as output delay times,
and input setup times. This can allow extensive
debugging of the final design without the need to commit
anything to hardware. The model can be used for an initial
feasibility study right thr~ugh to the final design, with
simulation and evaluation at each st~ge.
It would seem to be relatively straightforward to build up a
standard library of devices which are commonly used, and
these could then be called up in parallel as required in
particular projects. The only real problem encountered with
the study undertaken was that of the tight synchronisation
required between occam processes. This was overcome by using
extensive buffering of signals, both on inputs to the procedures,
and their outputs. The buffering procedures also
allow error messages to be printed when a procedure produces
a second output before the first has been read, or if an input changes several times before the clock to the circuit
has latched it in.
The principal aavantage of occam over a purely sequential
structured language such as Pascal is that the program bears
a greater resemblance to the actual hardware. Separate devices are represented by separate parallel processes. Wiring
is represented directly by the channel interconnections.
Thus occam provides a powerful and useful simulation and
design aid in this application area.
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submitted by Gordon Harp, RSRE
Random number generators have applications in program testing,
data generation and games. A procedure to generate
pseudo-random numbers is given using the technique of msequence shift registers.
A seed,

ranum, is loaded into a 16 bit shift register with
taps at bits 0,2,11 and 15 which are selected by ANDing with
an appropriate constant. All selected bits are shifted to
bit 0, exclusively-ORed and fed back into the most significant bit.
The register is clocked to produce a new random
number after 16 clock cycles. Latch-up is prevented by
checking that the register does not get into a state of all
zeros.
The sequence has a uniform
(2**16)-1 calls.

~istribution

and

repeats

after

For the majority of applications, requiring only random
bytes,
th~~least significant bits should be used by ANDing
ranum with .,-rF.
Take care when typing the program!
PROC ranum(VAR ranum)-

--16 bit m-sequence generator

IF

ranum ... Q
rdnum:

57

--check that seed is not zero
--if sa, set to default value

TRUE

SEQ i-[O for 16]
ranum:-««(ranumjll)«15»«(ranum/#10)«11»><

«ranum~2000)«2»>«ranum~8000»/(ranum»1):

-- To show the use of PRoe ranum
VAR random_number

SEQ

random.nurnber:~lll

--seed value

random(randorn.nurnber)
random.number:-random.number~FF

--to give 8 bit value
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OCCAM USER GROUP TECHNICAL MEETING
21st September 1984
The OCCAM User Group ar.e arranging a one-day technical meeting to be held at The Watershed, Bristol qn the 21st September. Any member who would like to attend this meeting
should get in touch with Michael Poole at the INMOS Bristol
Office.
Provisional List of Contributors
Bill Roscoe, Oxford Univ PRG
"Formal Semantics of OCCAM"
Roland Backhouse, Essex University
"Experience of teaching occam~ts"

Mike Reeve, Imperial College
"OCCAM in the ALICE Project"
John Ainscough, BruneI University
"An OCCAN Compiler"
Sue' Peeling, RSREc
"Experiments with OCCAM for Sorting"
Don Fay, Queen's Univ, Belfast
- to be decided Someone from Standard Telephone Labs
- to be decided Richard Bornat, Queen Mary College
"A Proposal for Output Alternatives in OCCAM"
David May, INMOS
"OCCAM, the Transputer, and the Future"
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SORTING ON THE TRANSPUTER
by S.M.Peeling, RSRE
This work arose from the desire to asses the suitability of
using the transputer to calculate the median, or middle,
value of a set of numbers. Various specialised methods were
considered but the most appropriate solution seemed to be
the adaptation of a general sorting routine.
To this end
five general sorts were considered and occam programs written to implement each one. Included in these programs were
statements which counted how many IOns cycles were involved
in each operation. In this way it was possible to run each
program on sets of random numbers and compare the timings
obtained.
The five sorts are described below. In each case it is assumed that N numbers are to be sorted with the largest at
the top (right hand end). Some of the methods allow advantage to be taken of the fact that the median is the middle
value in the sequence, and hence it is only: necessary for
half the numbers to be sorted. Such methods are indicated.
1.Bubble Sort
This is one of the simplest sorts and involves "bubbling"
the highest (or lowest) number to the top of the group. A~
jacent numbers are compared and if the first is greater than
the second they are swapped. This is repeated throughout the
entire sequence, i.e. first and second,
second and third,
third and fourth etc are compared. This can be repeated until all N numbers are sorted at a cost of
(n-l) + (N-2) +
+ 1
comparisons and up to the same number of exchanges.
It is
only necessary to sort half the numbers in the median calculation.
2.Q Sort
This is also called the ?inear insertion sort.
This is
another easily implemented sort which also utilises the fact
that only half the sorted numbers are required.
Here the
numbers are fed
in one at a time. The first number is assumed to be the largest and so occupies the top position.
The second number
is compared to the first and if it is
smaller it occupies the second position, otherwise the first
number moves down one position and the second number replaces it at the top. Each succeeding number is compared
with those already in position and shifts performed, as
necessary, to insert it in the correct position.
It is not,
of course, necessary to fill the lower half of the group
although all the numbers are input. As an example consider
the input sequence 5 9 3 7 which results in:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

5
9 5
9 5 3
9 7 5 3

1 comparison + 1 shift
2
"
+ 0 shift
2
+ 2 shift
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3.Shell Sort
This is also called the diminishing increment sort since it
sorts pairs of numbers initially some distance d apart then
successively halves d until it becomes zero. It is claimed
to be more efficient than Bubble Sort but no more difficult
to implement. There seemed to be several different versions
of the routine and also several ways of determining d. The
comparisons tend to overlap and hence hence propagate the
exchanges.
4.Quicksort
This is also calles the partition exchange sort since it relies on partitioning the numbers so that a certain element v
is in it final position. All elements above v are greater
than it whilst all below are less than v, although nothing
can be said about the order of these subgroups.
If necessary,
these subgroups can also be partitioned although this
application did not do so. It is hoped that v will be near
the middle of the group and thus only a small amount of
sorting will be necessary to produce the median. Again there
seemed to be several different versions of th~s routine
available, of varying complexity.
5.Straight Selection Sort
This is probably the simplest sort to implement and is similar to Bubble .Sort. It involves finding the largest number
and swapping it with the one in the Nth (top) position. This
is then repeated over the lower (N-I) numbers and the largest swapped into the
(N-I)th position.
It has the same
number of comparisons as Bubble Sort but fewer shifts. Again
it is only necessary to sort half the numbers.
The average timings over 6 ~ets
shown in Table 1.

of

9

random

numbers

are

Table 1
Time (microseconds)
40.10
Quicksort
51.22
Straight Selection Sort
72.36
Shell Sort
76.69
Q Sort
79.21
Bubble Sort
Although Q~icksort seems to be the best method it is worth
noting that the algorithm is the most complex to implement
and the timings ranged from 30 to 66 microseconds. Straight
Selection Sort is worthy of consideration since it is an extremely simple algorithm and there was little variation over
all the timings.
Further details of this work, including occam code listings,
can be obtained fron the author, whose address appears in
the Program Exchange section of this newsletter.
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A regular feature of the newsletter will be a bibliography
section containing lists of items on or related to occam and
the transputer. The first one, on papers related to Communicating Sequential Processes, was provided by Geraint Jones
of the Programming Research Group at Oxford, and the second,
containing papers about occam and the transputer, was provided by INMOS, with additions by the Editor.
These will be updated in every newsletter.
If you know of
any item which has been missed, please inform the Editor and
it will be included.
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